
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 
 
Here follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by station KHIL & KWCX, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for 
the period April, May & June 2015.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance. 

Description of Issue Date & Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 
Look Before You Lock, says AAA 
AAA Arizona responded to more than 
800 priority lockout calls last summer 

 

May 4th Facebook Phoenix, May 4, 2015. Leaving a child in a car is something no parent or caregiver can fathom. But 
the fact is that it does happen, and all too frequently. 
 
“Children and pets are particularly susceptible to heatstroke because their bodies can heat up five 
times faster than adults,” said Linda Gorman, director of communications and public affairs for AAA 
Arizona. “It’s imperative parents and caregivers take extra steps to help prevent a tragic mistake 
from happening to them.” 
 
Heatstroke deaths have been recorded in 11 months of the year in nearly all 50 states. And, 
although Arizona’s temperatures aren’t quite scorching yet, they still can be deadly. In fact, 
temperatures inside a car, even on a mild 72-degree sunny day, can rise 20 degrees in just 10 
minutes. 
  
To help build awareness of heatstroke dangers, AAA reveals some frightening facts about 
children in vehicles:  

• From 2009 to 2013, nearly 200 children died across the country as a result of 
heatstroke from being left in a vehicle, according to kidsandcars.org. 
   

• Arizona is fourth in the nation for these types of tragedies with 28 deaths between 
1990 and 2010. 
   

• Last year between April and September, AAA Arizona received more than 800 priority 
lockout calls. In the majority of these calls, a child or pet was locked inside the 
vehicle.  

  
In situations where a child or pet is locked in a vehicle, AAA will dispatch assistance immediately, 
but also alert emergency authorities to respond. However, rather than calling for roadside 
assistance, AAA urges motorists to call 911 in the event that a child or pet is locked in a vehicle. 
 
As a safety advocate, AAA implores parents and caregivers to exercise extra caution when 
commuting with children by following these tips: 
   

• Look before you lock. Always check the front and back seats of your vehicle before you 
get out and lock your vehicle. Consider putting a purse or other daily-use item in the 
backseat with your child to ensure you look back there. Leaving visual cues in the front 
seat, like a diaper bag or stuffed toy, can help remind you that precious cargo is in the 
back.  

   

• Be aware of “breaking your routine.” Ask your childcare provider to call if your child 
does not show up to day care when they normally do. Also, if you are dropping off your 



child, and it’s normally your spouse’s duty, have them call you to ensure the drop-off went 
accordingly.  

   

• Never leave children unattended in a vehicle, even if the car is running or the window 
is cracked. Many vehicles have automatic systems that can lock you out, keeping you 
from your child should a situation become dangerous.  

   

• Warn your children about the dangers of playing in or around vehicles. Always lock 
your doors, and keep keys out of reach so children cannot get into the car. And also, 
keep rear fold-down seats up to help prevent kids from getting into the trunk.  

   

• If you spot a child or pet inside a locked vehicle, call 911 immediately and follow the 
dispatcher’s instructions.   

 
AAA Arizona is an advocate for the safety and security of the motoring public. For more information, 
visit http://www.az.aaa.com/news/traffic-safety. 
  
AAA Arizona, the Arizona affiliate of AAA, provides automotive, insurance and travel services to 
more than 860,000 Arizona members. Annually, AAA’s Roadside Assistance responds to more than 
450,000 calls for help on Arizona roadways. The auto club also provides discounts and financial 
services to AAA members. Since its founding in 1927, AAA Arizona has been a leading advocate 
for the safety and security of all travelers.   

  
Stay connected with AAA Arizona online at AAA.com. 

 
 

It's "Melanoma Monday" in AZ, Nation 

 

May 4th Facebook CDC: Melanoma Kills 200 Arizonans Each Year 

Troy Wilde 

TUCSON, Ariz. -It's "Melanoma Monday" in Arizona and across the nation, which is centered on the early 
detection and prevention of the deadliest form of skin cancer, which kills thousands of Americans each year. 
Lisa Quale, health educator with the University of Arizona Cancer Institute, says it can be difficult to avoid 
the sun in Arizona, but she says you can take steps to better protect yourself. 
 
"Covering up, wearing long sleeves, long pants, broad-rimmed hats, sunglasses, and then sunscreen on areas 
that you can't cover up," says Quale. 
 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in a recent year, more than 9,000 
Americans died from melanoma, with about two thirds being male and the rest female. The CDC estimates 
about 200 people in Arizona die from Melanoma each year. 
 
Melanoma Monday kicks off the broader campaign of May being "Skin Cancer Detection and Prevention 
Month," which Quale says encourages regular medical checkups and self-examination. 



 
"Early detection is about, going in, seeing your dermatologist regularly, and doing self skin exams," she says. 
"Look for new spots, changing spots, on your body that could possibly be skin cancer." 
 
Quale adds, it doesn't matter if it's clear or overcast, or how long you're spending in the sun; every bit of 
exposure can damage your skin. 

 
National Federation of the Blind 
Announces Vehicle Donation Program 

 

May & June www.willcox
radio.com 

Baltimore, Maryland (March 1, 2015): The National Federation of the Blind (NFB), the oldest and largest 
nationwide organization of blind people, respectfully requests that public service directors and program 
directors for radio stations across the country consider airing announcements about our vehicle donation 
program.  The NFB is a certified 501(c) (3) tax-exempt organization.  The organization has affiliates in all 
fifty states and the District of Columbia, with approximately seven hundred local chapters, and can accept 
vehicle donations from donors in any of these locations. The NFB will have the vehicles picked up and will 
provide the donor with a receipt for tax purposes. The spots feature Raveena Ali, a bright and active seven-
year-old blind girl who learned to read and write Braille through one of the NFB’s programs. Donations to the 
National Federation of the Blind help to fund this and other efforts designed to help blind people live the lives 
they want.  We thank you for your kind consideration. 

About the National Federation of the Blind 

The National Federation of the Blind (NFB) is the oldest, largest, and most influential nationwide 
membership organization of blind people in the United States.  Founded in 1940, the NFB advocates for the 
civil rights and equality of blind Americans, and develops innovative education, technology, and training 
programs to provide the blind and those who are losing vision with the tools they need to become independent 
and successful.   

 
Rattlesnake Bites: 90 Percent Avoidable 

 

May 60 sec Phoenix, AZ - Spring in Arizona has sprung rattlesnakes from their winter dens, and what may surprise some 
people is that the vast majority of rattlesnake bites are avoidable. Comments from Dr. Frank LoVecchio (low-
veck-EE-oh), co-medical director, Banner Good Samaritan Poison and Drug Information Center; and Randy 
Babb, biologist, Arizona Game and Fish Department. Photo available: Image of a rattlesnake. 

Intro: Arizona's warming weather means rattlesnakes are again out during the day, and some people will get 
bitten. But 90 percent of bites are avoidable says Dr. Frank LoVecchio with the Banner Good Samaritan 
Poison and Drug Information Center in the Phoenix, area. The center has already treated several rattlesnake 
bites this spring. 

  Cut 29162 :15  "We don't see that many people get envenomated by rattlesnakes that are minding their own business, and then
they got envenomated by a rattlesnake In fact more commonly we see the opposite where somebody's trying to do something

Tag:  LoVecchio says studies show that the majority of snake bite victims are men. He says removing a snake 
from in or around your home should be left to an animal control professional. Another big downside to 
rattlesnake bites is the cost of treatment, which LoVecchio says averages about 25-thousand dollars per 
patient. 

Second Cut: Randy Babb, a biologist with the Arizona Game and Fish Department who works closely with 
rattlesnakes, says the animals go to great lengths to avoid humans, because they fear us as much we do them. 



about what that animal is seeing when they encounter a human being. And what they're seeing is a large predator, and in their
minds we represent an incredible threat to them, it would be like a big bear or a lion approaching us." 

Tag:  On average, Babb says there are about 200 reported rattlesnake bites in Arizona each year. He adds that 
deaths from the bites are rare - with about four every decade. 

 
UPDATE: Pavement preservation work on 
SR 80 west of Bisbee’s Mule Pass Tunnel to 
require traffic restrictions beginning May 
11 
 

May 6 Facebook Restrictions to begin Monday, one week earlier than anticipated 
  
Travel restrictions on State Route 80 west of Bisbee’s Mule Pass Tunnel will be in effect starting Monday, 
May 11 while the Arizona Department of Transportation continues work on a pavement preservation 
project. 
  
The Arizona Department of Transportation began work this week to improve a seven‐mile segment of SR 80 
between the junction with State Route 90 and the Mule Pass Tunnel west of Bisbee. 
  
The project will include milling and replacing the existing asphalt on seven miles of the two‐lane highway 
between mileposts 332 and 339, as well as building up existing shoulders and performing maintenance 
work. 
  
Lane closures on the two‐lane highway were not anticipated until later this month, but work has progressed 
to the point that restrictions will be in place starting Monday. 
  
A pilot vehicle will escort traffic in both directions through two‐mile restricted areas. Delays are expected to 
not exceed 15 minutes during the pilot vehicle operations, which will be in effect for approximately six 
weeks. 
  
Work is scheduled Mondays through Fridays from 6 a.m. until 7 p.m. 
  
The project is scheduled for completion in late October 2015. 
  
ADOT advises drivers to proceed through the work zone with caution, slow down, and be alert for 
construction equipment and personnel.  

ADOT works to inform the public about planned highway restrictions, but there is a possibility that 
unscheduled closures or restrictions may occur. Weather can also affect a project schedule. To stay up‐to‐
date with the latest highway conditions around the state, visit the ADOT Traveler Information Center at 
www.az511.gov or call 511. 

 

 When driving in a work zone, ADOT reminds everyone to slow down, pay attention and expect the 
unexpected!  
Visit ADOT’s work‐zone safety page at azdot.gov/workzone to view the agency’s newest public service 
announcement highlighting the risks faced by highway crews. 

 
Congress Considers Wildfire Funding 
Reform  

 

May 7 Facebook Major Blazes Could Be Treated As Natural Disasters 

Troy Wilde 



PHOENIX - Treating major wildfires in Arizona and elsewhere as natural disasters and spending more money 
on improving forest health are goals of proposed federal legislation.  
 
The Wildfire Disaster Funding Act of 2015 would update how the federal government funds suppression 
efforts. As Congress considers the bill, Arizona is facing a late but possibly severe wildfire season.  
 
Chuck Maxwell is a predictive services meteorologist with the Southwest Coordination Center. 
 
"But the potential is there with all of the fine fuels that have grown up since last year's monsoon and this 
spring, that once we do dry out, at some point here in June through mid-July, we could rapidly advance into 
an above-normal fire season in areas that are predominated by grass and brush," says Maxwell. 
 
The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources is considering the legislation. Earlier this week, U.S. 
Forest Service chief Tom Tidwell testified before the committee that his agency's budget is decimated each 
year fighting massive wildfires, which he says eats away money needed to pay for thinning, prescribed fires 
and other programs that help to reduce wildfire risk. 
 
U.S. Senator Martin Heinrich of New Mexico, a co-sponsor of the legislation, says it would create separate 
funding for fighting the biggest fires, which would free up money to pay for other Forest Service programs. 
 
"This bill would fund those catastrophic fires as natural disasters by making any fire suppression spending 
above 70 percent of the 10-year average for fire suppression," he says. "Eligible to be funded other a separate 
disaster account." 
 
Heinrich says improvements to roads, bridges and trails at several national forests have gone undone because 
of the huge costs of battling the biggest blazes. 

 
Report: AZ Leads Nation in Higher 
Education Budget Cuts 

 

May 13, 2015  Facebook Arizona News Connection 

Troy Wilde 

PHOENIX - Arizona is leading the nation when it comes to cutting funding for colleges and universities, 
according to a new report from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. 
 
In inflation-adjusted dollars, said report co-author Michael Mitchell, a policy analyst at the center, Arizona's 
per-student funding is 47 percent less today than it was in 2008, which has resulted in skyrocketing tuition 
costs. 
 
"In Arizona, the average annual tuition has gone up by roughly 84 percent," he said, "which is more than 
$4,700 on a per-student basis." 
 
Nationwide, Mitchell said, tuition has increased 29 percent on average, or about $2,000 per student during the 
same time period. He added that ongoing tax cuts in Arizona and other states have led to the spending cuts in 
education and other programs. 
 
Eileen Klein, president of the Arizona Board of Regents, said no state has been harder hit by state budget cuts 
to higher education than Arizona. She said the report doesn't include the additional $99 million budget cut for 
fiscal year 2016. 
 
Meanwhile, Mitchell said higher tuition also means more student loan debt, which has an economic downside.
 
"What the research kind of shows us from holding onto debt is that that can push back major lifetime 
milestones for recent graduates," he said. "It can push back when you purchase your first house, large 
purchases such as an automobile." 



Mitchell said emerging research shows that increasing levels of student loan debt also have slowed or 
prevented some college graduates from starting small businesses. 
 
The report is online at cbpp.org. 

 
 

Travel delays on SR 80 west of Bisbee to 
begin Monday as part of paving project 
 

May 13 Facebook Shoulder work scheduled Mondays through Thursdays next two months 
  
  
Motorists traveling on State Route 80 west of Bisbee in Cochise County can expect lane closures and delays 
starting next week while the Arizona Department of Transportation continues work on a pavement 
preservation project. 
  
Crews expect to finish work this week on a segment where an eastbound passing lane allows shoulder 
maintenance work while keeping one lane of SR 80 traffic open in each direction. 
  
Starting Monday, May 18, work will require lane closures, while flaggers and a pilot vehicle will guide 
motorists through two‐mile segments where the two‐lane highway is restricted to a single lane for use in 
both directions. 
  
Delays are not expected to exceed 15 minutes during work hours, which are scheduled for 6 a.m. until 5 
p.m. Monday through Wednesday and 6 a.m. until 1 p.m. on Thursdays. No work will be done on Fridays or 
weekends. 
  
Work on the shoulders is expected to last approximately two months, with paving operations scheduled to 
begin in late July or early August and continue through mid‐September. 
  
Message boards will alert motorists of delays and area residents can use State Route 92 as an alternate 
route to avoid delays. 
  
ADOT advises drivers to proceed through the work zone with caution, slow down, and be alert for 
construction equipment and personnel.  

ADOT works to inform the public about planned highway restrictions, but there is a possibility that 
unscheduled closures or restrictions may occur. Weather can also affect a project schedule. To stay up‐to‐
date with the latest highway conditions around the state, visit the ADOT Traveler Information Center at 
www.az511.gov or call 511. 

For more information about this project, please call C.T. Revere, ADOT Senior Community Relations Officer, 
at 1.520.705.3574 or email at crevere@azdot.gov. 

When driving in a work zone, ADOT reminds everyone to slow down, pay attention and expect the 
unexpected!  

Visit ADOT’s work‐zone safety page at azdot.gov/workzone to view the agency’s newest public service 
announcement highlighting the risks faced by highway crews. 

 



Willcox Police Department See attached 30 Electronic cigarettes are gaining popularity with the children in our community. 
The variety of flavors and lack of odor can make the devices appeal to kids who are trying to avoid the 
common “smoke” smell associated with regular cigarettes. 
The nicotine liquid contained in an electronic cigarette is not only illegal for a minor to possess, but also 
dangerous and can be deadly if handled improperly. 
Please take time to learn more about the hazards of Electronic cigarettes, and discuss the dangers with your 
children. 
This message is brought to you by Willcox Police Department and KHIL Radio. 
 

    

 


